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Fem Speaker 1 [crosstalk	00:00:06]	Okay,	So,	let’s	talk	about	maybe	the	first	time	
we	saw	it?	When	we	were	at	the	office?

Fem Speaker 2 Yeah.

Fem Speaker 1 Melissa... called us and told us that... she stuck to us because she  
saw	a	submission	on	film	freeway	saying	that	there’s	a	film,	she	said	 
it’s	quite	heavy,	we	viewed	the	film	multiple	times	on	a	small	screen	 
and...	today	was	the	first	time	that	I	happened	to	see	it	on	a	big	 
screen	and	I	had	to...	present	the	film	in	the	beginning	and	present	the	 
Q&A so that Eric and Ian can do it. But I was... I was non-caring of  
how my eyes looked and how much I was crying, and how much my  
voice was shaking in front of an audience, because I was absolutely...  
I	was	absolutely	shaken	by	the	film.

Male Speaker 1 I really have strong emotions, I really was stirred in a way, it was 
very strong. I couldn’t believe that watching... so powerful, 
emotionally feel.

Male Speaker 2 It gave your mind... a chance to create the images that YOU see, in 
the western viewing world. Most people come to the movies to see... 
like an image that has been created by Hollywood.

Male Speaker 3 It was a really bold move to go against all of those norms, of 
traditional	documentary	filmmaking,	it’s	the	type	of	thing	that	 
doesn’t feel like it’s going to work on paper, but when you’re sitting 
there in the theatrical experience, it’s really powerful.

Male Speaker 4  Your	film,	is	such	a	huge	breath	of	fresh	air	in	terms	of	story	telling	
and	film	making.	We’re	in	such	a	baroque	era	of	documentary,	 
for everybody is pulling out all the stops and they have incredible  
cameras and huge cinematic events and graphics and you know, we  
were	just	dealing	with	a	trailer	on	our	film...	enormously	fast	inter	 
cutting and we’re also fucking barraged by this overwhelming amount  
of stuff coming at us, and do you trust your story and pair it down,  
and pair it down, and pair it down, until it’s this clean beautiful paced  
narrative with nothing to distract you.

I	mean	it’s	such	a	strong	act	of	filmmaking,	and	you	know	I’m,	 
yeah I’m hoping you can break through the otherwise you know, very  
what is the word... traditionally and commercially based you know,  
taste	makers	that	make	these	decisions.	So	I’m	crossing	my	fingers	 
for you man.

Fem Speaker 3 What	separates	this	film,	aside	from	what	we’ve	been	talking	about,	 
from	other	films	about	sexual	abuse	that	I’ve	seen	anyway,	is	that	I	 
really appreciate Chris, that you hold what happened to you up to the 
present, because a lot of people don’t realize what the... long term  
adult effects are on the adult life you know.

Fem Speaker 1 ...	and	I	think	the	fact	that	the	film	just	won	the	public’s	award,	that	
just shows how important it is for it to speak to audiences.  
[inaudible 00:03:22]

Male Speaker 5 I	just	want	to	say,	first,	thank	you	to	the	festival.	Because	you	
believed	in	us...	and	you	gave	us	an	opportunity	to	show	this	film,	
which is challenging for a festival to program.

Fem Speaker 1 ... and I hope that audiences all around the world can see it, and if,  
even if one person gets to see it and gets impacted the way that we 
did today I think that would have been, mission accomplished.


